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THE STORY
At the center of our story are two teenagers.  

Beatrice is a young woman living a privileged, 
yet confined, pre-determined life in an ordered 
Society. We meet Bea just weeks away from a 
Coming of Age Ceremony when she, and her 14 
year old cohort, will be brought into Adulthood 
by administration of a drug regimen that will 
eliminate their “dreams”, both in the literal 
sense, as well as stamping out any ambitions 
they may have had for their lives. 

On the other hand, Dante is an orphan living a 
slavishly bleak life in an Asylum housing the 
criminals and outcasts of society. Beaten down 
and abused, his body bears the tattoos that 
brand him one of society’s lepers. When we meet 
him, Dante has had dreams that hint at a 
forgotten past, and nightmares that might be 
prophetic visions. It is only the arrival of a 
mysterious “Dr. Strange” character that 
awakens Dante to a birthright he never knew he 
had. 

As fate would have it, Beatrice and Dante find 
one another. Together, they leave everything 
they know behind, in the process discovering 
their shared destiny as reluctant heroes, fated 
to galvanize a generation to depose an 
authoritarian tyrant and reclaim the world.  
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OUR WORLD
We’re in a world that’s the result of how things would be if 
everything continued on its current chaotic trajectory, 
unchecked: the rise of crazy politicians and strongmen, the 
split between rich and poor, the entrenchment of religious 
and political systems, paranoia of “the Other”, terrorism, 
wars, disease – you name it. It’s as if everything progressed 
well into the 21st century, then gradually fell into ruins.  

As you can imagine, everything that happened wreaked 
havoc on the people, resulting in global psychoses. Then a 
scientist, Yashar Cazabon, developed Ichor – a wide 
spectrum drug that calmed fears and terrors. The thing is, 
the drug also eliminated everyone’s dreams and 
extinguished emotions, but that seemed a small price to pay 
for survival. 

The borders of their “Chosen Land” were secured. Without 
realizing it, they gradually became the quintessential 
Nationalist culture, only concerned with themselves and not 
the rest of humanity who continued to be refugees. 

This instilled a god complex in one of the scientists who 
came to believe he was destined to be the ruler of this land. 
This is Sigmundus. He rewrote history, then reformulated 
Ichor and the drug delivery system, part of a master plan to 
solidify his hold on power. 



CENTRAL CHARACTERS

DANTE CAZABON (15): Harboring the soul of a poet, Dante is 
the orphaned child of two brilliant intellectuals, who believes 
he is the child of criminals. At first, one of his quests is to find 
out the truth about his parents, which will lead him to a 
dreadful realization that his father is the dictator Sigmundus – 
a massive complication when Dante embraces his fate to be one 
of the champions of the rebellion against the State. Even though 
he puts on a brave façade when facing Bea for the first time, 
inside he’s a mess of self-doubt, the victim of 10 years of 
servitude. 

EZEKIEL SEMIRAMIS (50): a former colleague of Dante’s 
parents, and a kind of dystopian Dr. Strange. The mystical guru of 
the rebellion who has been searching for Dante for years, he has 
come to the Asylum as Dante’s “Call to Action” (as envisioned in a 
classic hero’s journey), to inform Dante of his destiny, to train 
Dante in lucid dreaming, and in effect to pass the torch of the 
rebellion on to the younger, fated generation. 

SIGMUNDUS (50s): Former scientist and now dictator of the 
Empire, we will meet him in stages, only to be fully revealed mid-
Season 1 when Nicholas and his group take a class trip to the 
capital city. Sigmundus is in the process of transforming himself 
into a supernatural being through a vigorous drug regimen which 
will eventually enable him to function in both the physical world 
and in the Dream Realm where he will attempt to manipulate 
reality. 

BEATRICE ARGENTI (14): Kind of an awkward nerd girl, OCD 
Bea has the makings of a brilliant scientist, but is fated – in this 
society – to be whatever the State determines will be of most use. 
Her wariness of the dream-deadening drug Ichor lead her to 
abandon her society and cast her fate with Dante and the 
rebellion, where her enormous scientific potential will be 
realized. That said, she will always be emotionally linked to her 
brother Nicholas who is fast approaching 14, a connection that 
will eventually draw Bea back home and into great danger. 



FRANCESCA OSUDENA (14): Beatrice’s best friend. When 
we meet her, she’s a good citizen. She unquestioningly 
submits to the Ichor regimen only to have it backfire in the 
Season 1 finale, and destroy her mind. During the course of 
the first Season, she falls more and more in love with Beatrice, 
which will leave them tragically alienated. 

YASHAR CAZABON (30s): Dante’s mother, who was 
murdered by the Regime when Dante was 5. A gifted scientist 
whose inventions were abused by the government, who tried 
to stop them, and who was killed for her efforts. She appears 
in Dante’s dreams, and it will be revealed that her 
consciousness is still alive in the Dream Realm. 

ROMEO & JULIET (14): Romeo and Juliet are two 
of Beatrice’s classmates. They are deeply in love and in 
a relationship that seems to have a deadline imposed 
by the impending Coming of Age ceremony.

NICHOLAS ARGENTI (8): Bea’s beloved brother. His 
unfortunate alienation from Bea will lead him to join a 
fascist youth group, and draw him deeper into the repressive 
culture. 



IVANO NUSNO (16): resident bully at the Asylum 
and Dante’s nemesis. A mean spirited practical 
joker whose tricks often backfire to comic, even 
slapstick effect.

THE RULING CADRE: the shadow government that 
has actually ruled the domain since its inception, 
using Sigmundus as their mouthpiece. They are all 
aging, ripe for Sigmundus to end their reign – which 
he does in a bloody coup late in Season 1.

DR. BRIJAC APPOLLYON: the Asylum director, and 
very much the face of the regime on Tarnagar, the 
Asylum island. She is tasked with torturing Ezekiel 
Semiramis in order to uncover what anti-government 
plots may be hatching.

ARTEMISIA & BREN ARGENTI (40s): Beatrice’s 
mother and father–she’s a Confessor and he’s a 
guard at the Asylum. They are typical parents in 
this culture, disconnected from one another and 
their children... and always just a bit high. Or so it 
seems. In fact, since Bea’s birth, Bren has been 
faking taking Ichor, driven by a desire to remain 
emotionally connected to his children. This is a 
secret that will be outed by Nicholas with awful 
consequences. 
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SEASON 1 OVERVIEW
Following the pilot episode of Season 1, Beatrice quickly discovers that Dante 
helped Romeo & Juliet escape to the mainland. The more she learns of Dante’s past, 
and how his mother and father were eliminated by the Regime, the veil of normalcy 
is torn away, and the dreadful truth of the fascists revealed. 

All of this draws Beatrice and Dante closer together in a path that will lead to a love 
story. BUT! As that connection grows, Francesca is also falling in love with Beatrice. 
That’s not just a problem for our teenagers, there’s collateral damage as well: the 
fracturing of the once close relationship between Beatrice and her brother Nicholas. 

Without his sister, and with drug-flattened parents, Nicholas looks for community in 
a group reminiscent of the Hitler youth. So while Beatrice grows more alienated 
from her regimented culture, Nicolas moves more and more into the heart of it. 

And there are diabolical things afoot at the Sigmundus Institute! The discs used to 
deliver Ichor are also devices that store the dreams and nightmares of the populace. 
At the Institute, they’re separating the good from the bad, distilling the dreams into 
a heroin-like substance, the best drug on the planet; and the nightmares are being 
weaponized into a Sarin-like gas. 

Meanwhile, Dante is schooled by the mercurial Ezekiel in the discipline of entering 
the dream realm and manipulating reality – which leads to a host of seriously 
surreal confusions as to what’s real and what’s a dream. 

Back with Nicholas! A turning point mid-season occurs when Nick and his youth 
group take a trip to the capital city on the mainland, solidifying Nicholas’s passion 
for the empire is solidified. During this trip, Nicholas recognizes Romeo and Juliet 
in a crowd, enables their capture, and is rewarded by The Leader Himself for his 
efforts. 

Meanwhile a rebellion foments in the newly annexed territory of Daleko Odragen, 
and on Sigmundus’s orders, the government Office for Combating Drug 
Transgressions devises an amped up formulation of Ichor, and has it distributed all 
over the Empire. 

Nicholas returns home, and inadvertently causes big trouble for Beatrice. This 
further alienates Bea from her culture, and draws her closer to Dante, our rebel-in-
the-making. All the while, Bea and her cohort prepare for the Coming of Age 
Ceremony that will change their lives forever. The Underground Club fractures; 
Medical ports for delivery of the drug are surgically implanted; and at the end of 
Season 1, the Ceremony is enacted. Francesca and Beatrice are still estranged (in 
fact Francesca has become an Ichor fanatic). Francesca is given the experimental 
drug, and an unanticipated feedback loop basically fries her brain. 

This catastrophe propels Beatrice to commit to flee the island with Dante, and to 
try and find the mythic Ruined City of Moiteera – a place both of them have seen in 
their dreams, dreams that they now share. 



SEASON 2 & BEYOND
Dante & Beatrice take fate into their own hands and escape the island 
together! Once their escape is discovered, there are serious repercussions 
for Bea’s family – disaster only averted by Decorated Hero Nicholas. (it will 
turn out that Bea’s father is a good guy, and this – along with her love for 
Nick – will draw Bea dangerously back to Tarnagar late in Season 2) 

Francesca disappears from Tarnagar! Now listed as a “Poluditi Morfina” – a 
mad dreamer – no one knows Francesca’s fate, all of which devastates 
Beatrice. 

Sigmundus effects a coup and becomes absolute ruler! He starts Bio-
hacking himself, looking for the perfect combination of drugs that he 
believes will transform him from mortal human into supernatural being, 
able to enter into and manipulate the Dream Realm. Sigmundus drugs 
himself so savagely that he seems to die. But during his state funeral, 
Lazarus-like he comes back to life, which amplifies his hold on the 
populace. 

On the mainland, Beatrice & Dante have frightening near captures by the 
authorities, while also making contact with a mysterious Man who calls 
himself "The Memory Keeper”. At last Dante & Beatrice discover that 
Francesca – along with other brain-fried Poluditi Morfina – are being used 
as part of the Reverie entertainment in the City. When Dante & Beatrice 
are about to liberate Francesca, she recognizes Beatrice, they reconnect 
for one heart-breaking moment, before Francesca completely short 
circuits. (BUT we will meet Francesca again in Season 3 in the Dream 
Realm, which is revealed to be in effect a repository of consciousness!) 

Dante & Beatrice make their way outside the city where they meet up with 
The Memory Keeper, who turns out to be Ezekiel. They set off for the 
fabled island of Moiteera, and, at last, they arrive in the Ruined City on 
Moiteera where they find a ragtag collection of lost souls. From here, they 
begin to formulate their rebellion. 

+  + + + + 

Is Sigmundus working for his own ends? Or is he actually a pawn in a 
much larger scheme? In Season 3, as the rebellion blossoms, we go far 
beyond physical reality into parallel planes of existence that strangely 
reflect the metaphors, creatures and elements of Dante’s Divine Comedy…



WHAT IT’S REALLY ABOUT

In any age, the business of growing up and finding your place 
in the world can be overwhelming. But in our current times, 
it can be even more debilitating, living as we do in a world 
where the truth is a slippery animal. And if you think it’s 
tough on us, think what it’s like for kids! 

So seen from one angle, Dream|State poses the question: 
what would you trade for a life free from the often unbearable 
pressures and confusions of the day-to-day? Your joys? Your 
anxieties, ambitions, fears, emotional highs and lows? And 
what about giving up things you hadn’t even experienced? If 
you didn’t even really understand what it was that you were 
asked to give up, wouldn’t that seem like a perfectly good 
deal? Especially if you were told, and believed, that you 
would never miss what you had “lost.” 

In Dream|State, the populace believe that giving up all of 
that will not only make them more content, but will enable 
the world to survive, for all dreams and emotions have been 
determined to be destructive to the society, and to the fragile 
world that has been resurrected out of the ruins of the past. 
In our story, Beatrice becomes one of the very few who grasp 
the value of what it is she would be sacrificing for an 
“untroubled existence,” the vital humanity that has haunted 
Dante his entire life. 

Together, Beatrice and Dante struggle to create a world in 
which they are free to live out their own dreams and visions. 

Dream|State is a story designed not only to transport our 
audience into extraordinary worlds, but one propelled by the 
very real issues of identity, of who we might become, of who 
we connect with, and the complexity of the desire to control 
our own destinies. 



THE TEAM

AARON WIEDERSPAHN 
Executive Producer, Goodman Pictures 

Aaron Wiederspahn is originally from Wyoming. His first feature film he wrote, directed 
and produced was the award winning The Sensation of Sight starring Academy-Award 
nominated actor David Strathairn. He then went on to write, direct and produce the ultra-
low budget feature, Only Daughter, for which he was awarded New Hampshire Filmmaker 
of the year and Best Screenplay at the Orlando Film Festival. He has continued in various 
producer capacities on such acclaimed film as Band of Robbers, a modern reimagining of 
Tom Sawyer and Huckleberry Finn, and the hard-hitting timely drama And Then I Go, 
which the Hollywood Reporter says “provides an essential and insightful perspective that 
will resonate with audiences attuned to the challenges of adolescence.” He is also an 
Executive Producer on acclaimed filmmaker Terrence Malick’s current feature, which is in 
post-production. 

DAVID HENRIE 
Executive Producer, Novo Media Group 

Oversees all aspects of development of stories and scripts; identifies and cultivates 
projects; shepherds ideas, books and scripts; breaks story; creates outlines, pinpoints and 
supervises screenwriters. He was a series lead in Wizards of Waverly Place, and has 
appeared in many notable roles, including the Emmy-Winning series, How I Met Your 
Mother.

ROBERT LAWSON 
Creator/Writer 

In addition to Dream/State, projects include: series layout and pilot scripting for a limited 
series based on Walker Percy’s novel Lancelot (Goodman Pictures); pilot script for an 
untitled series being produced by Participant Media; development consultant for Ratf*!krs, 
a new series by Jonathan Glatzer for Atlas Films and TNT. An animated project, The 
Perfect World of Nicholas Raithe, is in development. He is co-creator of Tyler’s Gap, a 
television project developed by Touchstone/ABC and Fox Television. Other current feature 
projects include the screenplay for imprint, a SciFi based on a story by Max Botkin; and 
Laws of Nature, optioned and in development with 1st Avenue Machine. Lawson is the 
author & composer of dozens of theatre works, a number of which are published by 
Playscripts (NYC). Over the past decade, he has written, directed, composed and designed 
numerous site-specific performance works in Greece and Italy as post of his “Site Project” 
initiative.

JOE GOODMAN 
Executive Producer, Goodman Pictures 

Goodman is a veteran Louisville, KY based producer having spent many years developing 
content for such companies as Lionsgate and 20th Century Fox. He had produced 5 
feature films among which were the psychological thrillers, Hangman’s Curse, The 
Visitation, Thr3e, and House which were distributed with the intention of producing high 
quality films based on prestigious literary properties. The list of procured rights include 
words by acclaimed authors such as Flannery O’Connor, Walker Percy, Willa Cather, 
Charles Williams, Ron Hansen, and Madison Jones. He is also an Executive Producer on 
acclaimed filmmaker Terrence Malick’s current feature, which is in post-production. 



– T.E. Lawrence

“All men dream, but not 
equally. Those who dream by 
night in the dusty recesses of 

their minds, wake in the day to 
find that it was vanity: but the 

dreamers of the day are 
dangerous men, for they may 
act on their dreams with open 
eyes, to make them possible.”



For further information, please contact: 

JOE GOODMAN 
hollylodz07@gmail.com 


